Volume 16, #1 – August 27, 1991
Article announcing TMCC celebrating 20th anniversary
“Welcome back” message from editor George Chamarro
Article by George Chamarro on the general access computer labs for students
Schedule of events offered by Student Services
Ad asking students to get involved in ASTM
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on “The X” radio station
Comments by Matthew Black on TMCC’s phone-in registration
Article by Susan Nugent on locating important TMCC offices (with campus floor plan)
Article by Gia Anglin on student financial aid
Article by George Chamarro on cooperative education at TMCC
Article by Shane Tureson on tutoring services at TMCC
Article by George Chamarro on UNR dorms available for TMCC student

Volume 16, #2 – September 10 to 23, 1991
Article by Phil Chitren on new parking regulations at TMCC
Article by Steve Dittmer on TMCC’s installing condom vending machines in campus bathrooms
Article by student Lisa Martinez on reorganization of EQUAL Club (mentions advisor Tom Tooke)
“Welcome back” message from ASTM President Kay Adair
Schedule of workshops offered by Student Services
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on freedom of speech
Letter to the Editor by David Elliott-Manrique who felt compelled to resign from TMCC teaching
Letter to the Editor (addressed to John Gwaltney) by Cristina Romaine and others concerned about treatment of pigeons on campus
Letter by Matthew Black to US Postal Service complaining of having to buy 1 cent bonus stamp
Article by Gia Anglin on services provided at the Learning Resources Center
Reflections from Dave Barry on fear of commitment
Article by Susan Nugent on services available for disabled students
Article by Lowell Anspach and Melissa Hoover on TMCC’s phone-in registration
Article about artist Ada Mitrani whose work is exhibited in TMCC Art Gallery

Volume 16, #3 – September 24 to October 7, 1991
Article by Gia Anglin on disable student Stan Rutherford who got stuck in TMCC elevator
Article by Shane Tureson on services provided by the Career Planning and Placement Office
Article by Lisa Martinez on contributions made by disabled individuals
Article by ASTM President Kay Adair on impact of education budget cuts
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on drug testing
Opinion piece by Melissa Hoover on lack of restrooms by the Reno River Walk
Letter to the Editor from Keith Toral in response to Matthew Black’s Vol 16, #2 article on free speech
Review by Matthew Black of movie “Jesus of Montreal”
Reflections by Steve Dittmer on being pulled over by police
Article by Dave Barry on ravens pecking holes in planes in Alaska
Article by Clye Smith on the Re-entry Center (mentions Mich Glazier)
Schedule of workshops provided by Student Services
Article on motorist assistance offered by TMCC’s Plant and Facilities
Article by Susan Nugent on student opinions of smoking on campus
Report by Susan Nugent on the September 9 ASTM meeting

Volume 16, #4 – October 8 to 21, 1991
Article by Steve Dittmer on TMCC’s mini semester
Article by Matthew Black on road maintenance issues on Dandini Blvd.
Article by ASTM President Kay Adair outlining value of student government
Opinion piece by Steve Dittmer on censorship
Article by Phil Chitren on the financial impact of having a college education
Report by Susan Nugent on the October 4 ASTM meeting
Letter to the Editor from Deputy Sheriff Bill Petty in response to Steve Dittmer’s Vol. 16, #3 article on being pulled over by the police
Letter to the Editor from TMCC student Michael Black responding to article in UNR’s Sagebrush
Article by Clye Smith on Flor Villatoro (mentions L.D. Lovett, Martin Rodriguez, Jeannie Grout)
Reflections by Dave Barry on encounters with snakes and ants
Review by Lowell Anspach of TV show “Good and Evil”
Article by Melissa Hoover on doing research in the TMCC library
Report by Phil Chitren on student and faculty demographics at TMCC (mentions Paula Ringkob)
Article by Shane Tureson on TMCC Cafeteria (mentions Ramona Wright)
Article by Jim Krajewski on Northern Nevada Kart Club’s use of TMCC parking lot
Article by Tom Tooke on a new support group for students with learning difficulties
Copy of letter from ASTM student senate to Governor Bob Miller regarding budget concerns
Ad for TMCC’s Campus and Community TV show (mentions Bernice Martin)
Opinion piece by Shelley Rickard on impact of budget cuts
Opinion piece by Lowell Anspach decrying more taxes
Article by Clye Smith on Nevada Day (mentions Aurora Eustaquito)
Article on Joanne Aiken’s receiving Classified Employee of the Month Award
and the custodial crew receiving the Classified Council Group Award
Article by Steve Dittmer on training provided to mobility impaired to use public transportation
Article on the completion of DRI’s Great Basin Environmental Research Laboratory
Reflections by Ursus on love of cooking
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on intolerance
Reflections by Steve Dittmer on the differences between love and lust
Reflections from Dave Barry on horses
Reflections from Clye Smith on watching football
Articles by Shane Tureson (English) and Flor Villatoro (Spanish) promoting ESL classes
Article by Melissa Eddings on TMCC’s offering three telecourses
Article by Melissa Hoover on traditions of Halloween
Article by Steve Dittmer surveying students on their feelings about Clarence Thomas
Article on TMCC’s Saturday Serendipity program for kids

Volume 16, #6 – November 5 to 18, 1991
Article by Melissa Hoover on student Lisa Martinez’s winning the Victory Award
Announcement of the passing of TMCC faulty Faye Wood
Ad for Listening workshop sponsored by Community Services
Opinion piece by John Hess on characteristics of a good teacher
Opinion piece by Ron McGuire on protecting loved ones from harm
Letter to the Editor from Teri Yeoman praising ASTM for letter to Governor Miller (Vol 16, #4)
Article by Matthew Black on lecture given at UNR by KRS-One (Kris Parker)
Article by Matthew Black on experiences with a car salesman
Reflections by Dave Barry on the Men’s Movement
Opinion piece by Steve Dittmer describing people with “elephantitis of the ego”
Article by Lowell Anspach on TMCC Bookstore (mentions Evie Simecek, Paula Ringkob, Rita Gubanich)
Article by Phil Chitren on impact of recession on TMCC students
Tribute by Kathleen Wood on TMCC Professor Fay Wood who passed away
Article by Ursus with recipes for pot roast and potato pancakes

Volume 16, #7 – November 19 to December 9, 1991
Article by Steve Dittmer on TMCC’s “Campus and Community” TV show (mentions Phil Kowalski, Creel Snider, Judith Colness)
Article by Robin Robinson on DRI’s Great Basin Environmental Research Laboratory
Article by Stan Rutherford asking what happens to a disabled student during a fire
Miscellaneous opinion items by Lowell Anspach
Letter to the Editor opposing vendors of art reproductions on campus
Opinion piece by Shane Tureson on David Duke and racism

Two student essays submitted by ESL faculty Aurora Eustaquio – “Milk and Honey”
   by Priscilla Cortez and “ESL Helps to Adjust” by Andreina Casagrande
Reflections from Dave Barry on influence of fragrances
Reflections from Ursus on receiving and obscene phone call
Article announcing lecture by P.J. O’Rourke at UNR
Article about instructor Mary Lee Fulkerson’s display of hand-made paper at Old Town Mall
Article by Matthew Black on Magic Johnson’s being diagnosed with AIDS
Article by Clye Smith on the ASTM and its purpose
Volume 16, #8 – December 10, 1991 to January 20, 1992

Opinion piece by Clye Smith against abortion
Opinion piece by Susan Nugent in favor of abortion
Article by Shane Tureson on history of the Constitution
Update from ASTM President Kay Adair: Thanksgiving gift certificates, “Winter Warm-up”
Article by Shane Tureson on new campus parking regulations
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on PIO’s control of what goes on campus bulletin boards
Update from Classified Council on scheduled holiday activities (mentions Sue Durst)
Comments from Eric Lauritzen’s ART 115 class on what it would be like to have a “day with art”
Article by Melissa Hoover on Business and Industry’s forklift classes (mentions Scott Alquist)
Article by Warren Burger (Chair of the Commission on the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution)
Article on the history of the Bill of Rights
Article on the First Amendment
Article on the Nineteenth Amendment
Article on the Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth and Twenty-sixth Amendments
Article on the Second and Third Amendments
Article on the Fourth Amendment
Article on the Fifth Amendment
Article on the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Amendments
Article on the Ninth and Tenth Amendments
Article on the Fourteenth Amendment
Article on the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments
Article by Phil Chitren on rise of computer usage with input from students
Article on the struggle of student newspaper – specifically Ohio State University
Article on censorship – specifically at McKendree College
Article by Ursus on the difficulties of dieting – with recipe for split pea soup
Reprint of satirical article by Dave Barry on the break-up of the Soviet Union
Reflections by Steve Dittmer on his use of and quitting use of drugs
Review by Matthew Black of lecture at UNR by P.J. O’Rourke
Article by Kathy Chapman on Phi Theta Kappa
Article by Robin Robinson on TMCC’s Theater Department (mentions Carolyn Wray, Jerry Johnson, Sheldon Hawn)
Article by Shane Tureson on ways to give during the holiday season
Article on Rita Gubanich working toward her doctorate
Article by Susan Nugent on financial difficulties of ASTM (mentions Barbara Barber)

Volume 16, #9 – January 21 to February 10, 1992

Article from College Press Service on value of going back to college
Article by Shane Tureson on TMCC budget issues (mentions Rita Gubanich)
Flow chart of TMCC registration
Article by Phil Chitren on long-term financial benefits of attending college
Article by George Chamorro on Cooperative Education at TMCC
Article by Clye Smith on TMCC’s Re-Entry Center
Article by Gia Anglin on TMCC’s Learning Resources Center
Article by Susan Nugent outlining locations of various services for students (includes floor plan of Red Mountain Building)
Article on ESL by Shane Tureson (English) and Flor Villatoro (Spanish)
Article by George Chamorro on TMCC computer lab
Article by Shane Tureson on services offered by TMCC’s Drop-in Center
Article reminding people of motorist assistance offered by Plant and Facilities
Article by Phil Chitren on TMCC demographics
Article reminding TMCC students that they are eligible to live in UNR dorms
Announcement that the name University of Nevada System (UNS) has been changed to the University and Community College System of Nevada (UCCSN)

**Volume 16, #10 – February 11 to February 25, 1992**

Graph by Matthew Black of minority population at TMCC
Article from College Press Services on stress among students
Article by Clye Smith on President John Gwaltney’s tour of the Krug Winery in St. Helena
Article by ASTM President Kay Adair on opportunities to be involved with ASTM
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on declining status of U.S. in economic world
Opinion piece by Steve Pittman on nurturing friendships
Review by Matthew Black of lecture/show by Jello Biafra at UNR
Article by Ursus on the difficulties of making ends meet
Reprint of satirical article by Dave Barry on doing the laundry
Reflections by Susan Nugent on two Sparks children who died in fire
Ad for TMCC’s Cicero’s Bakery sponsored by Culinary Arts Department

**Volume 16, #11 – February 25 to March 9, 1992**

Article by Susan Nugent on ASTM’s vote to stop opening meetings with the Pledge of Allegiance
Article from College Press Services on reporters being subpoenaed for protecting sources
Article about TMCC’s Cyrano’s Bakery sponsored by Culinary Arts Department
Opinion piece by Ben Johnson on Jeffrey Dahmer trial
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on the down side of the war on drugs
Reprint of satirical article by Dave Barry on federal deficit
Letter to the Editor from Matthew Black describing symbolism of flag vs taking action on issues
Reflections by Shane Tureson on opportunities created by the end of the Cold War
Article by Clye Smith on First Annual TMCC Art Auction and Wine Tasting event
Article by Shane Tureson on upcoming state and local elections

**Volume 16, #12 – March 10 to March 23, 1992**
Article from College Press Services on use of LSD on college campuses
Article from College Press Services on bill providing federal funding for students to study abroad
Article by Sue Nugent and Steve Dittmer on making parking lot safer (mentions Pula Ringkob)
Update from ASTM President Kay Adair – increase in student fees
Editorial by Susan Nugent on eliminating Pledge of Allegiance from ASTM meetings
Article by Shane Tureson on importance of voting
Opinion piece by Matthew Black focusing on flaw of Bush Administration
Letters to the Editor: syncing local academic calendars, war on drugs, Citifare
Several Letters to the Editor about eliminating the Pledge of Allegiance from ASTM meetings
Schedule of offerings for TMCC’s Mini Semester

Volume 16, #13 – March 24 to April 7, 1992
Article by Lowell Anspach on UNR’s Learning Laboratory and Gary Grant who runs audio section
Article from College Press Services on campus law enforcement and screening officers
Report from Shelley Rickard on issues discussed at legislative conference in Washington D.C.
Article by Toni Cumpton (American Sign Language Instructor) on Signer’s Club
Opinion piece by Thomas O’Brien on the Plumas Street issue
Opinion piece by Susan Nugent criticizing Hillary Clinton’s “attitude of superiority”
Letters to the Editor: freedom in America, world order, Citifare
Article by Matthew Black pointing out challenges facing younger generation
Review by Matthew Black of publication “Chewing the Bourgeois”

Volume 16, #14 – no copies available

Volume 16, #15 – April 13 to May 11, 1992 (Special Election Issue)
Profiles of ASTM presidential candidates Charlene Covington and Shelley Rickard
Profile of ASTM VP candidate Jay McCarty
Profile of ASTM treasurer candidate Yvonne Snell
Reflections by Matthew Black on being a Christian
Opinion piece by Susan Nugent on journalism invading privacy of Arthur Ashe

Volume 16, #16 – May 12 1992
Article by Susan Nugent and John Thompson on “The Marriage of Figaro” playing at the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts
Farewell from ASTM President Kay Adair
Greetings from new ASTM President Charlene Covington
Announcement that TMCC’s Child Care Center will open in August
Article from College Press Services on abortion issue
Article by Shane Tureson on questionable law enforcement incidents
Opinion piece by Matthew Black on inefficient administration at TMCC
Thank you to Echo staff from Editor Susan Nugent
Reprint of satirical article by Dave Barry on childbirth
Letter to the Editor from John Hess praising TMCC faculty (mentions Leslie Sue, Dale Donathan, Charlotte Bowen, Bill Baines, Bridget Boulton, L.D. Lovett)
Article by PTK staff announcing Teachers Excellence Award recipients: Bridget Boulton (full-time) and Karol Walchak (part-time)
Article by DRI staff on DRI staff going to Mexico to help Mexico and the United States clean up the environment
Article by Shane Tureson on history of gaming in Nevada